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The time dependent traveling salesman problem is a variant of TSP with time
dependent edge osts. We study some restri tions of TDTSP where the number of edge ost
hanges are limited. We nd ompetitive ratios for online versions of TDTSP. From these
we derive polynomial time approximation algorithms for graphs with edge osts one and
two. In addition, we present an approximation algorithm for the orienteering problem with
edge osts one and two.
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Transportation and s heduling problems modeled by the traveling salesman problem are inherently
stati . To model a dynami environment a generalization is needed that in orporates hanges in the
environment. Su h a generalization is provided by the time dependent traveling salesman problem
(TDTSP). This problem is a generalization of TSP in whi h the ost of ea h edge depends on
time, i.e., the ost of an edge depends on the time interval during whi h the edge is traversed.
Several aspe ts of TDTSP have been studied and it seems to be diÆ ult to olle t them all under
a single de nition. The many variations all stem from the way that time is being modelled.
In some de nitions time is proportional to the ost of the edges traversed [12℄. This gives
a natural generalization of TSP and is suitable if for example variations in the traÆ load are
important in omputing a TSP tour for a delivery ompany. It also has onne tions to other
generalizations of TSP, su h as the kineti TSP where moving points in the plane [9, 10℄ or on a
line [10℄ are onsidered. We all this formulation the ost dependent traveling salesman problem
(CDTSP).
Our fo us is on another formulation of TDTSP where the ost of an edge depends on its position
in the path. We all this problem the step dependent traveling salesman problem, denoted SDTSP.
This interpretation has been studied on numerous o asions by the operations resear h ommunity,
due to its appli ation in s heduling [3, 5, 6, 14℄. We limit our study of TDTSP to instan es where
the edge osts are restri ted in size and an hange only a limited number of times.
Due to ompli ations aused by time dependen ies, approximation algorithms for TDTSP are
hard to analyze. By onsidering online algorithms part of the time dependen y is removed and a
more tra table stru ture is a hieved. Online algorithms for TSP have been studied in the past [2, 4,
11℄. These algorithms take a set of ities as input, and ompute the shortest TSP-tour. Over time,
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new ities are being added to the set. We are studying TSP in a dynami environment; although
the ities are known from the beginning, the distan e between a pair of ities hange over time.
The online algorithms we present here still require a solution to the NP-hard Orienteering
problem [1℄. As we shall see in Se tion 5 this problem allows a 3=4-approximation algorithm for
graphs with edge osts one and two. We onstru t a polynomial time approximation algorithm
for SDTSP by hoosing the best answer given by a set of online algorithms. This results in a
2 2=3k -approximation algorithm for the SDTSP where the edge osts are restri ted to the values
one and two and the osts an hange at most k 1 times. The restri tions on the edge osts
an be removed given an Orienteering algorithm that handles arbitrary edge osts. Sin e the
inapproximability ratio of TSP grows with the relative edge osts we annot expe t algorithms for
SDTSP with approximation ratio independent of the osts.
In Se tion 2 we state the formal de nition of SDTSP. In Se tion 3 we analyze the online version
of the problem and in Se tion 4 we onsider polynomial time approximation algorithms. We also
give an approximation algorithm for the Orienteering problem for edge osts one and two. In
Se tion 5 we onsider the ost dependent traveling salesman problem. We give an inapproximability
result for the Eu lidean CDTSP and present an online algorithm for CDTSP with two time zones
and edge osts one and two. This online algorithm is modi ed to give an approximation algorithm
as in the previous se tion.

2 De nition of

SDTSP

De nition 1. Consider a set of edge ost fun tions f 1 ; : : : ; n g assigned to a omplete graph

G = (V; E ) with jV j = n, jE j = n2 , and where t (e) is the ost fun tion for edge e 2 E. Let eij

denote the edge between vi and vj in V: The step dependent traveling salesman problem (SDTSP)
seeks a permutation  of V that minimizes
n (en 1 ) +

nX1
i=1

i (ei i+1 ):

In order to omprehend De nition 1 it helps to onsider an instan e of SDTSP as an n-layered
graph, ea h layer ontaining n verti es. Layer i and layer i + 1 form a omplete bipartite graph
where the edges are dire ted, going from layer i to layer i + 1, and are given weights a ording to
weight fun tion i . The obje tive is to nd a path going from layer one to layer n that visits all
olumns, starting from and ending at the same olumn.
We an view t as a dis rete time dependent edge ost fun tion de ned on t = f1; : : : ; ng. To
simplify the problem we restri t our study to the ase where this ost fun tion hanges at most
k 1 times as a fun tion of t. A region where the ost fun tion is onstant is alled a time zone. Let
0 = z0 ; z1 ; : : : ; zk 1 ; zk = n 2 N denote the time zone divisors, i.e., time zone i = fzi 1 +1; : : : ; zi g,
and j = j 0 for zi 1 < j; j 0  zi . We simplify the representation by assigning one ost fun tion
to ea h time zone, giving us an instan e I = f( 1 ; z1 ); : : : ; ( k ; zk )g. An instan e of SDTSP with
k time zones is denoted SDk TSP. Let M and m denote the osts of the most and least expensive
edges using any of the ost fun tions 1 ; : : : ; k .
We primarily study the online version of SDk TSP for whi h an algorithm re eives information
regarding the time zones and the ost fun tions online. Let Ij = ( j ; zj ) represent the instan e
restri ted to time zone j , i.e., I = fI1 ; : : : ; Ik g. The algorithm re eives the input instan e one time
zone at a time. For ea h time zone j it produ es a path Pj that ontains zj zj 1 previously
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unvisited verti es and with edge weights given by j . When Pj has been omputed, the algorithm
re eives the next part of the input instan e, i.e., Ij +1 . After k time zones the algorithm has re eived
the entire input instan e and a Hamilton y le in G has been built.

De nition 2. Given an arbitrary algorithm A for SDk TSP we write A[I ℄ for the verti es of the
y le that the algorithm hooses on the instan e I and A(I ) for the ost of the resulting y le
produ ed on I. This will also be used for spe i time zones, for instan e A(I1 ) is the ost of the
path in time zone one.
Let Aj [I ℄ = [ji=1 A[Ii ℄, i.e., the verti es that A hooses from time zone one to time zone j.

De nition 3. Let R(A) denote the ompetitive ratio for algorithm A and R the smallest om-

petitive ratio for any online algorithm, i.e., R = minA fR(A)g. We use ALG to denote an arbitrary online algorithm, OFF an arbitrary oine algorithm and OPT the optimal oine algorithm
for SDk TSP.

3 Online SDk TSP
Here we present a lower bound on the ompetitive ratio for SDk TSP. We also present a strategy
with a ompetitive ratio mat hing the lower bound. To ompute the lower bound we use an
adversary argument. The adversary builds a hard instan e for the strategy. This is done online in
response to the de isions made by the strategy. Let I z denote the instan e reated by the adversary.
In addition to this instan e we de ne an adversary oine algorithm ZIG. This algorithm is adapted
both to I z and to the de isions that were made by the online strategy being analyzed. We an
think of the adversary algorithm as being run in hindsight after the ompletion of the online
strategy. Note that ZIG is designed to be optimal for I z .

Edges with ost m.
All other edges have ost

M

.

Nodes visited so far by
neither ALG nor ZIG.
Nodes visited only by
ALG prior to time zone j .
Nodes visited only by
ZIG prior to time zone j .
Nodes visited by both
algorithms prior to time zone j .

Fig. 1.

Time zone

j

of a typi al instan e reated by the adversary.

The adversary onstru ts the instan e I z as follows: all edge osts in I1z are set to m. In Ijz ,
for 2  j  k , all osts of edges adja ent to verti es in ALGj 1 [I z ℄ are set to m and all other edge
osts are set to M . Time zone j of a typi al instan e I z is shown in Figure 1. The algorithm ZIG
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is designed to maximize the number of ost m edges used. It is des ribed below and its strategy
for time zone j is illustrated in Figure 2.
ZIG

Algorithm

The time zone information

Input:

k and the Hamilton path PA produ ed by ALG.

z0 ; : : : ; z

A Hamilton path PZ .
PZ = ;; bottom := 1; top := n
for i := 1 to z1 do
PZ [i℄ := PA [top℄; top := top 1

Output:

endfor
for

:= 2 to k do
/*for ea h time zone j > 1*/
for i := zj 1 +1 to zj do

j

if

j 1 and odd(i) then
PZ [i℄ := PA [bottom℄; bottom := bottom+1
bottom < z

else
P

Z [i℄ := PA [top℄; top := top 1

endif
endfor
endfor
End

1

ZIG

2

3

ALG

n

z1

2

n

z1

1

n

z1

n

ZIG
Fig. 2.

Des ription of the strategy used by ZIG.

To determine the ompetitive ratio we need to measure the number of ost m edges that are
used by ZIG. Espe ially, we would like to ount the number of ost m edges that are used by ZIG
but not by ALG. The usage fun tion is a general on ept that ounts the number of ost m edges
used by an arbitrary oine algorithm OFF up to a spe i ed time zone j . A ounted edge e should
omply with the following onditions: (1) If the online algorithm uses e in time zone l < j then
l (e) = M . (2) The online algorithm annot use e in a time zone l  j .
To make sure that the se ond ondition holds we only ount edges that ontain at least one
endpoint visited by ALG in a previous time zone. To keep tra k of these edges we de ne the
on ept of bla k verti es.
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De nition 4. The bla k verti es in zone j are de ned as
Vjb (OFF) = ALGj 1 [I ℄ n OFFj 1 [I ℄:

We assume that an online strategy ALG has been run on an instan e I resulting in a y le PA .
We label the verti es with unique numbers from one up to n a ording to their position in the
y le PA .

De nition 5. The usage fun tion Uj (P ) for a path P in a SDk TSP instan e, is de ned as follows:
U1 (P ) = 0

Uj (P ) = Uj 1 (P ) + jfe 2 Pj

j

j (e) = m

and e has an endpoint in Vjb (OFF)gj

Here Pj denotes the subpath of P restri ted to time zone j . We will violate the notation and use
Uj (A) to denote the usage fun tion for a y le produ ed by the algorithm A. We let Uj = Uj (PZ ),
PZ being the y le produ ed by ZIG run on I z , and we use Vjb to denote the oloring of the verti es
in time zone j , using ZIG as the oine algorithm on I z . We want to nd the value of Uj . Note
that the usage fun tion does not ount edges hosen in time zone one.

Lemma 1. If ALG visits a vertex in time zone j > 1 that has been visited by ZIG in a previous

time zone then jALGj [I ℄ [ ZIGj [I ℄j = n, where I is an arbitrary input instan e.

Proof. Assume that ALG visits the vertex labelled i during time zone j , and that ZIG visits vertex
i during time zone j 0 , where j 0 < j . Consider algorithm ZIG at the point when it visits vertex
number i. By onstru tion, bottom  zj 0 . Hen e, PA [bottom℄ has already been visited by ALG
whi h implies that i 6= bottom. Thus, i = top. This means that all verti es PA [l℄, for l  i have
already been visited by ZIG. After time zone j all verti es PA [l℄, for l  i have been visited by
ALG, by the assumption above. We therefore on lude that jALGj [I ℄ [ ZIGj [I ℄j = n.
ut

The number of ost m edges that ZIG use in time zone j is limited by the time zone's length
and 2jVjb j as follows.

Lemma 2. The number of ost m edges ounted by Uj (OFF) in time zone j > 1 is at most
minf2jVjb (OFF)j; zj

zj 1 g:

Proof. Let P be the y le generated by OFF and Pj the subpath of P in time zone j . All edges
ounted by Uj (OFF) in time zone j belong to Pj by de nition, and jPj j = zj zj 1 . Se ondly, all
edges ounted by Uj (OFF) in time zone j have at least one endpoint in Vjb (OFF). This implies
that ea h vertex in Vjb (OFF) is adja ent to at most 2 ounted edges. It follows that the number
of ost m edges ounted is at most 2jVjb (OFF)j.
ut

Lemma 3. The number of ost m edges ounted by Uj in time zone j > 1 is exa tly
minf2jVjb j; zj

zj 1 g:

Proof. From Lemma 2 it follows that ZIG uses at most minf2jVjb j; zj zj 1 g ost m edges in time
zone j . To see that ZIG uses at least minf2jVjb j; zj zj 1 g ost m edges of I z we need to examine
the algorithm in detail.
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If jALGj 1 [I z ℄ [ ZIGj [I z ℄j = n then all edges taken by ZIG in time zone j have endpoints in
ALGj 1 [I z ℄ and by de nition, these edges have ost m in I z . Hen e, exa tly zj zj 1 ost m
edges are ounted by Uj in time zone j .
If jALGj 1 [I z ℄ [ ZIGj [I z ℄j < n then there are verti es neither visited by ALG in a time zone
prior to j nor by ZIG in a time zone prior to j + 1. Let tj denote the value of top and bj the value
of bottom at the beginning of time zone j and let t0j and b0j denote the orresponding values at the
end of the time zone. Now, zj 1 is the index of the last vertex visted by ALG in time zone j 1,
and sin e there are unvisited verti es left, t0j > zj 1 . The bla k verti es therefore have the labels
bj ; : : : ; zj 1 . Thus, zj 1 bj + 1 = jVjb j. Furthermore, any vertex taken from the top of PA has
not been visited yet by ALG.
Consider algorithm ZIG at the beginning of time zone j . Every time bottom is in reased, a
bla k vertex is in orporated into ZIG's path. Every time top is de reased a vertex unvisited by
ALG is inserted into the path. Thus, every se ond vertex pi ked is bla k save perhaps a string
of un olored verti es at the end. If exa tly every se ond vertex in the path onstru ted for time
zone j is bla k then all zj zj 1 edges are ounted by Uj . If less than every se ond vertex is bla k
then the if-statement inside the for-loop has been violated more than (zj zj 1 )=2 times and we
infer that b0j = zj 1 . Thus, bottom has been in reased jVjb j times and all bla k verti es lie on the
subpath of PZ in time zone j . For every bla k vertex two edges are ounted by Uj . In this ase
2jVjb j edges are ounted.
ut
Lemma 2 gives the following upper bound on Uj (OFF).

Lemma 4. Uj (OFF) is given by the following re urren e relation:
U1 (OFF)  0



Uj (OFF)  Uj 1 (OFF) + min 2jVjb (OFF)j; zj

zj 1 , if 2  j  k;

Lemma 3 gives us a re urren e relation for Uj similar to the upper bound on Uj (OFF).

Lemma 5. Uj is given by the following re urren e relation:
U1 = 0



Uj = Uj 1 + min 2jVjb j; zj

zj 1 , if 2  j  k;

To evaluate the re urren e we would like to express jVjb j in terms of Uj 1 and zj 1 . To this
end we use the following lemma.

Lemma 6. If 2jVjb j < zj

zj 1 then ALGj 1 [I z ℄ [ ZIGj 1 [I z ℄ < n:

Proof. At the beginning of time zone j , the number of verti es visited by ALG but not by ZIG is
jVjb j. The number of verti es visited by ZIG in previous time zones is zj 1 . Therefore,

ALGj 1 [I z ℄ [ ZIGj 1 [I z ℄ = ALGj 1 [I z ℄ n ZIGj 1 [I z ℄ + ZIGj 1 [I z ℄
= jVjb j + zj 1

 2jVjb j + zj
< zj

1

zj 1 + zj 1 = zj

 n:
ut
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zj 1 then Uj 1 = 2 ALGj 1 [I z ℄ \ ZIGj 1 [I z ℄ .

Lemma 7. If 2jVjb j < zj

Proof. If 2jVjb j < zj zj 1 then ALGj 1 [I z ℄ [ ZIGj 1 [I z ℄ < n, a ording to Lemma 6. From
Lemma 1 it follows that prior to time zone j , ALG has never visited a vertex already visited by ZIG.
We infer two onsequen es from this fa t, the rst being that all verti es in ALGj 1 [I z ℄\ZIGj 1 [I z ℄
were bla k when ZIG visited them. The se ond onsequen e is that top > zj 1 at the end of
time zone j 1. This implies that no edge in the path produ ed by ZIG has two endpoints in
ALGj 1 [I z ℄ \ ZIGj 1 [I z ℄. The number of edges in ident to verti es in ALGj 1 [I z ℄ \ ZIGj 1 [I z ℄
is therefore 2 ALGj 1 [I z ℄ \ ZIGj 1 [I z ℄ and all of them are ounted by Uj 1 , sin e Uj 1 only
ounts edges that ALG has already visited. Hen e, the result follows.
ut

Now we an nd a simpler expression for U using the following transformation. If 2jVjb j <
zj zj 1 then jVjb j = ALGj 1 [I z ℄
ALGj 1 [I z ℄ \ ZIGj 1 [I z ℄ = zj 1 Uj 1 =2, by Lemma 7.
We have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The usage fun tion of ZIG is equal to
U1 = 0;

Uj = Uj 1 + min f2zj 1

zj 1 g , if 2  j  k.

Uj 1 ; zj

Given Theorem 1 we ompute a maximum value of Uk .

Theorem 2. The maximum value of the fun tion Uk is Uk = n z1 and o urs
when zi = (2i

1)n=(2k

1).

Proof. Assuming U0 = 0 we have that
Uj = Uj 1 + min f2zj 1
Uj is maximized if 2zj 1

Uj 1 = zj

Uj 1 ; zj

zj 1 g :

zj 1 . That is,

Uj = 2zj 1 ;
Uj = Uj 1 + zj

(3.0.1)
zj 1 :

(3.0.2)

Substituting Uj with 2zj 1 in (3.0.2) yields
zj

3zj 1 + 2zj 2 = 0:

We solve the equation given that z0 = 0 and zk = n:
2j
zj = k
2

1
n:
1

After substituting zj a ordingly in (3.0.1) we have that
Uk = n

sin e z1 = n=(2k

1).

z1 ;

ut

We state a nal lemma on erning the usage fun tion for any oine algorithm OFF. We use
this to prove upper bounds on online algorithms for SDk TSP.
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Lemma 8. Let 0=z0 ; z1 ; : : : ; zj n 2 N . For any instan e I = f( 1 ; z1 ); : : : ; ( j ; zj )g of SDk TSP

and any oine algorithm OFF,

Uj (OFF)  Uj

Proof. By de nition U1 (OFF) = U1 = 0.
For j > 1, assume that Uj 1 (OFF)  Uj 1 . By de nition, Uj 1 ounts the number of low
0
ost edges visited by OFF in time zone j 0 < j having at least one end point in ALGj 1 [I ℄. The
number of su h verti es is at least Uj2 1 , and hen e,
Uj 1
2




0
0
ALGj 1 [I ℄ \ OFFj [I ℄

ALGj 1 [I ℄ \ OFFj 1 [I ℄

= j ALGj 1 [I ℄

ALGj 1 [I ℄ n OFFj 1 [I ℄

Vjb (OFF) :

= zj 1

From Lemma 4 and our indu tion hypothesis we have that


Uj (OFF)  Uj 1 (OFF) + min 2jVjb (OFF)j; zj zj 1
 Uj 1 (OFF) + min f2zj 1 Uj 1 (OFF); zj

= min f2zj 1 ; zj
 min f2zj 1 ; zj

zj 1 + Uj 1 (OFF)g
zj 1 + Uj 1 g

= Uj 1 + min f2zj 1
= Uj

Uj 1 ; zj

zj 1 g

zj 1 g

ut
3.1 Lower Bound on the Competitive Ratio
This se tion uses the results we have arrived at so far to state the rst of our main results.

Theorem 3. The ompetitive ratio, R, of any online algorithm for SDk TSP is
R 1+

(M m)Uk
ZIG(I z )

Proof. Consider an arbitrary online strategy ALG. To analyze the ompetitive ratio we use our
adversary argument, in luding the instan e I z together with the adversary algorithm ZIG. The
online algorithm has to pay M on all edges ex ept those used in time zone one, sin e edges with
ost set to m in other zones an only be used by ZIG. The ost for ZIG on the instan e I z is
ZIG(I z ) = mUk + M (n (Uk + z1 )) = Mn (M m)(Uk + z1 ); giving us the ompetitive ratio

ALG(I z )
ALG(I )

min
R = min max
ALG I OPT(I ) ALG ZIG(I z )
Doing the al ulations ba kwards we get that
R

M (n

=1+

z1 ) + mz1

(M m)Uk
ZIG(I z )

z1 ) + mz1
 M (nZIG(
:
Iz)

Mn + (M m)(Uk + z1 ) + ZIG(I z )
ZIG(I z )

ut
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Applying Theorem 2 to Theorem 3 produ es the following orollary.

Corollary 1. The worst ase ompetitive ratio R of any strategy ALG on any instan e I =

f( 1 ; z1 ); : : : ; ( k ; zk )g is at least

R

M 2k

m 2k

2
1
+ k
:
1 2 1

3.2 Upper Bound on the Competitive Ratio
There is a simple strategy that a hieves the upper bound found in the last se tion. This algorithm,
presented below, uses a greedy approa h.

Input:

GREEDY for SDk TSP
A sequen e of k instan es I1 ; :::; Ik .

Output:

A Hamilton y le P .

Algorithm

Given an instan e Ij , produ e the heapest path of size zj
k
End GREEDY for SD TSP
1

z

j

1

on the unvisited verti es in

V

.

Theorem 4. The ompetitive ratio of GREEDY as a fun tion of Uk is at most
(M m)Uk
I
OPT(I )

1 + max

Proof. Let I be an arbitrary SDk TSP instan e, and PI the optimal TSP tour on I . In time zone
one GREEDY(I1 ) = OPT(I1 ). Assume that the following holds for j > 1:

GREEDY(Ij )  OPT(Ij ) + (M

m)(Uj (PI )

Uj 1 (PI )):

Summing up the inequalities (in luding time zone one) yields that
k
X
i=1

GREEDY(Ii )  OPT(I ) + (M

 OPT(I ) + (M

m)(Uk (PI ))
m)Uk ;

a ording to Lemma 8. This gives a ompetitive ratio of
R(GREEDY)  max
I

OPT(I ) + (M m)Uk
(M m)Uk
= 1 + max
:
I
OPT(I )
OPT(I )

It remains to prove our assumed inequality. This is equivalent to showing that there is a path
usable by GREEDY in time zone j > 1 that osts at most OPT(Ij ) + (M m)(U (OPTj [I ℄)
U (OPTj 1 [I ℄)). First observe that the number of edges ounted by the usage fun tion in time
zone j is Uj (PI ) Uj 1 (PI ). OPT pays at least m(Uj (PI ) Uj 1 (PI )) for these edges. This ost
is in luded in OPTj [I ℄. Edges not ounted by the usage fun tion an be used by ALG for the
same ost as OPT. These edges are onne ted with possibly expensive edges for a total ost of
OPT(Ij ) + (M m)(Uj (PI ) Uj 1 (PI )); see Figure 3. By onstru tion GREEDY nds a path
having at most this ost.
ut
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m

m

OPT
ALG

m

m

m
M

m

M

M

Fig. 3.

M

Pat hing together the pie es of the optimal algorithm's path.

This theorem together with Theorem 3 gives a sharp worst ase ompetitive ratio.

Corollary 2. The ompetitive ratio of GREEDY is
M 2k 2
1

+ k
:
k
m 2
1 2 1
Note that we have no implementation of GREEDY that runs in polynomial time, sin e it
ontains an NP- omplete subproblem.
R=

4 Polynomial Time Approximation Algorithms for SDk TSP
Next we des ribe a polynomial time algorithm for SDk TSP with edge osts from the set f1; 2g.
We use the exponential time greedy algorithm designed for the online ase. This greedy algorithm
is exponential sin e it nds an optimal k -TSP path. We give an approximation algorithm for the
longest path problem in a graph with edge osts in the set f1; 2g. This problem is also referred
to as the Orienteering problem in the literature [1℄. The new algorithm gives an approximation to
k -TSP, whi h an be used to make the greedy algorithm polynomial.

4.1 Orienteering with Edge Costs One and Two
De nition 6. Given a value T and a graph G with edge weights one and two, the Orienteering(1; 2)

problem is to ompute the longest path in G with ost at most T . The length of a path is the number
of edges it onsists of.
Let us start with a straightforward algorithm that a hieves an approximation fa tor of 2=3.
Then we des ribe a simple enhan ement, improving the approximation fa tor to 3=4.
The algorithm is based on mat hing. We simply perform a maximum mat hing on the ost
one edges in the input graph G. Observe that the mat hing onsists of at least half the number of
ost one edges in the optimal path. Hen e, we onstru t a path with ost T in whi h every se ond
edge omes from the mat hing as long as there are edges in the mat hing left to hoose. Thereby
we guarantee that the length of our path is at least two thirds of the optimal length.
This simple algorithm an be improved if we perform a se ond maximum mat hing using the
ost one edges that are left after the rst mat hing. We observe that the mat hed edges from
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both mat hings indu e a possibly dis onne ted subgraph of G ontaining paths of lengths between
one and n and y les of lengths between four and n. If we break up all the y les into paths by
removing one edge we transform the indu ed graph into a forest of paths. A y le of length i is
thereby transformed into a path of length i 1. Denote the resulting forest G0 . Our algorithm
builds a long path with ost T by on atenating the paths of G0 in de reasing length order, using
arbitrary edges as \glue".

Algorithm

Enhan ed Orienteering(1; 2)

Input:

A value

Output:

A path with ost T .

T

and a omplete graph

G

= (V; E ) with edge osts either one or two.

A maximum mat hing on the ost one edges in G.
A maximum mat hing on the remaining ost one edges in G.
0
3 G
(V; E1 [ E2 )
0
4 Break up the y les in G as des ribed above.
0
5 Constru t a Hamilton path H of G by on atenating the paths in G in de reasing length order,
appending the remaining ost two edges to the end.
6 return the longest (initial) part of H with ost less or equal to T .
End Enhan ed Orienteering(1; 2)

1

E1

2

E2

The time omplexity of this algorithm is dominated by the maximum mat hing pro edure,
whi h is polynomial [7℄.
To on rm the approximation ratio we ompare the path built by the enhan ed algorithm
(APX) with the path onstru ted by an optimal algorithm (OPT). Let pi denote the number of
paths with length i in G0 . Let the length of the shortest path from G0 used in APX be j and let xj
denote the number of length j paths used in APX. Also, let p0 denote the number of onse utive
ost two edges in APX. The optimal path ontains a orresponding set of paths built up by
onse utive ost one edges. We divide these paths into a set K2 ontaining pairs of onse utive
edges and a set K1 ontaining the remaining loose edges as des ribed in Figure 4. Let k2 denote
the number of edge pairs in K2 , k1 the number of edges in K1 , and k0 the number of ost two
edges in OPT. The lengths of APX and OPT are
2

1

1

1

1

2

K2

K1

1

1
K1

K2

K2

2

1

K1

1

2

Fig. 4. Divide the paths of ost one edges within OPT into the sets
and K2 as des ribed above.

1
K1
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OPT = 2k2 + k1 + k0 ;
X

APX =

i>j

(4.1.1)

(i + 1)pi + (j + 1)xj + p0 ;

(4.1.2)

and the value T an be expressed as
T = OPT + k0 ;
T



X

i>j

(4.1.3)

(i + 2)pi + (j + 2)xj + 2p0 :

(4.1.4)

Let A denote the number of ost one edges in G0 that originate from the rst maximum
mat hing. Let B denote the number of ost one edges from the se ond mat hing in G0 . The following
Lemma des ribes ru ial relations regarding the number of edges mat hed by the algorithm, the
number of paths in G0 and the number of ost one edges in OPT.

Lemma 9. The following four onditions hold.
B

X

i>1

(i

1)pi ;

(4.1.5)

3k1 + 6k2
;
8
B  k2 ;

(4.1.6)

A>

A+B =

X

i1

(4.1.7)
(4.1.8)

ipi :

P

Proof. (4.1.5) B = i>1 bi=2 pi , sin e every se ond edge in a path from G0 omes from the se ond
mat hing. Furthermore, sin e bi=2  i 1 if i  1,
X

X

i>1

i>1

bi=2 pi 

(i

1)pi :

(4.1.6) The rst mat hing will in lude at least half the number of ost one edges in the optimal
path, i.e. (2k2 + k1 )=2. But as we stated in the algorithm, some of the edges from the rst mat hing
an be lost as we break up the y les. But ea h y le has at least four edges, whi h means that
we an loose at most a quarter of the edges from the mat hing. Thus,
A

3 2k2 + k1 6k2 + 3k1
 2 = 8
4

(4.1.7) The rst mat hing will in lude at most one of the edges in ea h pair in K2 . The rest of
the k2 edges in K2 are left for the se ond mat hing, and all of them an be used for the mat hing.
Thus, the number of edges used in the se ond mat hing is at least k2 .
The orre tness of (4.1.8) follows dire tly from the de nition of pi , A and B .
ut
To prove the approximation ratio we need to onsider two ases: p0 = 0 and p0 6= 0.
Case 1: p0 = 0.
From (4.1.3) and (4.1.4) it follows that
xj



OPT + k0

P
i>j (i + 2)pi

j+2

:
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Thus,
APX 
=

X

(i + 1)pi + (j + 1)

i>j
P
i>j pi ((j

OPT + k0

+ 2)(i + 1)

P
i>j (i + 2)pi

j +2

(j + 1)(i + 2)) + (j + 1)(k0 + OPT)
:
j+2

If j = 1 then
X

i>j

pi ((j + 2)(i + 1)

(j + 1)(i + 2)) =

X

i>1

(i

1)pi  B  k2 :

Inserting this into the expression for APX and taking the ratio between APX and OPT yields that
APX k2 + 2(k0 + OPT)

:
OPT
3OPT
Sin e k0  k1 , and OPT = 2k2 + k1 + k0 it follows that
APX 4k2 + 4k1 + 4k0 + 8OPT 10OPT

 12OPT = 5=6:
OPT
12OPT
If on the other hand j  2 then (j + 2)(i + 1) (j + 1)(i + 2)  0, sin e j  i > 0. Therefore
APX 
The approximation ratio is thus

APX
OPT

sin e, on e again, j  2.

(j + 1)OPT
:
j+2

 jj ++ 21  3=4;

Case 2: p0 6= 0.
Observe that p0 6= 0 implies that all edges in the mat hing are used in APX, i.e j = 1 and x1 = p1 .
Again we use (4.1.3) and (4.1.4) to get that
p0 

OPT + k0

P

2

i1 (i + 2)pi

Inserting the expression for p0 into (4.1.2) yields
APX 
=

X

(i + 1)pi +

OPT + k0

i1
P
i1 ipi + OPT + k0

2
A + B + OPT + k0
=
2
6k2 +3k1 + k2 + OPT + k0
 8
2
14k2 + 3k1 + 8k0 + 8OPT
=
16
14k2 + 5k1 + 6k0 + 8OPT
6

1
4k + k0 + 13OPT
= 2
6
1
 13=16  OPT

P

2

:

i1 (i + 2)pi

(4.1.9)
(4.1.10)
(4.1.11)
(4.1.12)
(4.1.13)
(4.1.14)
(4.1.15)
(4.1.16)
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In (4.1.11) and (4.1.12) we use Lemma 9, and in (4.1.14) we use on e again the fa t that k0  k1 .
With this, Case 2 has been proved to hold, and Theorem 5 follows.

Theorem 5. The enhan ed algorithm has the approximation ratio 3=4.
From the analysis we infer that the worst ase appears when p0 = 0 and j = 2. The following
example shows that the analysis is tight. The example ontains a ost one skeleton of a graph,
i.e., all ost one edges in the graph are shown in the gure. It is left for the reader to apply the
enhan ed algorithm on this example.

Fig. 5. Cost one skeleton of a worst ase instan e for the enhan ed orienteering algorithm.

4.2 Polynomial Time Greedy Algorithms for SDk TSP
Let us now de ne the polynomial time greedy algorithm (PG for short).

Input:

SDk TSP(1,2)
A sequen e of k instan es I1 ; :::; Ik .

Output:

A Hamilton y le P .

Algorithm

PG for

Given an element Ij , use a polynomial time algorithm for (zj
verti es in V .
k
End PG for SD TSP(1,2)

1

z

j 1 )-TSP(1,2) on the unvisited

To simplify the analysis we de ne the on ept of ost one ratio.

De nition 7. Let #1 (ALG[I ℄) be the number of ost one edges used by algorithm ALG on instan e
I and #1 (OPT[I ℄) the number of ost one edges used by the optimal algorithm on the same instan e.
The ost one ratio of ALG is

# (ALG[I ℄)
q1 (ALG) = min 1
:
I #1 (OPT[I ℄)

With q1 we denote the largest known ost one ratio for any polynomial time SDk TSP algorithm.

Theorem 6. PG has a ompetitive ratio at most
q1 Uk + (2
n

q1 )n
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Proof. Let PI denote the y le produ ed by the new greedy algorithm. In every time zone, the
number of ost one edges used by PG is at least q1 times the number of ost one edges used by
OPT that were not ounted by the usage fun tion.
This adds up to

2Uk (PI ) + q1 (n
q U (P ) + (2
= 1 k I
n

Uk (PI )) + 2(1 q1 )(n Uk (PI ))
n
q1 )n q1 Uk + (2 q1 )n

:
n

ut

We an adopt the enhan ed orienteering algorithm in the previous se tion to get a k -TSP path
algorithm with q1 = 23 by returning a path of length T instead of a path with ost T . (To see that
the algorithm attains this ost one ratio it is suÆ ient to onsider its worst ase, in whi h every
third edge in the path has ost two when all edges in the optimal path have ost one.) Using PG
with this new algorithm as a subroutine we get the ompetitive ratio

2 Uk + 4 n
3
3 :
n

Using the results in Theorem 2 we get the following largest ompetitive ratio:
2(2k
3(2k

2) 4
+ :
1) 3

We present the ompetitive ratios for some values of k in Table 1.
Not surprisingly these values are rather lose to 2. Note that the only ost one edges we an hope
for in the worst ase lie in time zone one. This situation does not hange with a better orienteering
algorithm. Thus, to improve the approximation ratio we need to modify the polynomial time greedy
algorithm. We all the new algorithm IPG (improved greedy). To measure the performan e of this

Input:

IPG for SDk TSP(1,2)
A sequen e of k instan es I1 ; :::; Ik .

Output:

A Hamilton y le P .

Algorithm

Use PG on every permutation of the set
k
End IPG for SD TSP(1,2)
1

f1

k g, and return the heapest solution.

I ; :::; I

algorithm we note that no oine algorithm an simultaneously for e a value on the orresponding
usage fun tion Uk0 higher than
Uk0 = minfU (A )g;


where  is a permutation of f1; : : : ; k g, and A is the polynomial time greedy algorithm using
0
the input sequen e I1 ; I2 ; : : : ; Ik . A trivial upper bound on Uk0 is if zj = jn
k , for whi h Uk 
k
1
maxzi = k n. Using the same analysis as for PG we get that IPG has an approximation ratio no
higher than
q1 Uk0 + (2 q1 )n
 q1 k k 1 + 2 q1 = 2 qk1 :
n
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With our best k -TSP(1,2) algorithm this simpli es to 2 32k . We print these results for small k
in Table 1.
In ontrast to the values of the GREEDY algorithm, that are sharp, the values for the IPG are
only upper bounds. It is possible to make a small improvement on these results if we in the last
time zone use a dedi ated TSP(1,2) algorithm [13℄ instead of the the more general Orienteering
algorithm.
k GREEDY(PG with
1
1.00
2
1.67
3
1.86
4
1.93
5
1.97
6
1.98

q1

= 1) PG with q1 = 2=3 IPG
1.33
1.78
1.91
1.96
1.98
1.99

Table 1.

with q1 = 1 IPG with q1 = 2=3
1.00
1.33
1.50
1.67
1.67
1.78
1.75
1.83
1.80
1.87
1.83
1.89

Competitive ratio for SDTSP algorithms.

5 The Cost Dependent Traveling Salesman Problem
Let us end our exposition with the se ond variant of TDTSP: the ost dependent traveling salesman
problem (CDTSP). In CDTSP the obje tive is to minimize the traveling time, whi h is identi al
to the total ost of the edges traversed.

De nition 8. Consider a set of edge
ost fun tions f 1 ; : : : ; tn g assigned to a omplete graph

G = (V; E ) with jV j = n, jE j = n2 , and where t (e) is the ost fun tion for edge e 2 E. Let eij

denote the edge between vi and vj in V . The ost dependent traveling salesman problem (CDTSP)
seeks a permutation  of V that minimizes
t1 (e1 ;2 ) + tn (en ;1 ) +

nX1
i=2

ti (ei ;i+1 );

where ti =

i 1
X
j =1

tj (ej ;j+1 ):

The di eren e between SDTSP and CDTSP is that the ost fun tion now depends on the
weight sum of the edges already traversed by the salesman. Also in this ase one an visualize the
instan e as a dire ted layered graph. However, an edge of ost going from a vertex in layer i will
onne t with a vertex in layer i + . Note, though, that the number of layers might be very large,
e.g., equal to the length of the longest salesman path.
As for SDTSP we restri t the number of di erent time zones to k and denote the resulting
problem CDk TSP. We begin with a dis ouraging result for the Eu lidean ase.
Let S = fs0 ; s1 ; : : : ; sn g be a set of points in the plane, with s0 being the starting point and
z0 ; z1 ; : : : ; zk 1 being the time zone divisors. Furthermore, let C1 ; : : : ; Ck be k positive values su h
that C1 <    < Ck . We de ne the fun tion
C (t) = Ci ; if i 1  t < i ; for 1  i  k .

Consider a salesman that visits the points in S . We de ne the departure time ti of point si as the
point in time when the salesman leaves point si .
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The Restri ted Eu lidean CDTSP is the problem of nding a tour that visits all the points in
S , minimizing the total traveling time. The time needed to go between two points si and sj is
given by d(si ; sj )C (ti ), where d(si ; sj ) is the distan e between the two points. We assume that the
departure time of the starting point is t0 = z0 = 0.
Garey, Graham and Johnson [8℄ prove that the Eu lidean traveling salesman problem is NPhard by a redu tion from the NP- omplete de ision problem exa t over by 3-sets, X3C. We use
their redu tion to prove that the Restri ted Eu lidean CDTSP is inapproximable. If F is a yes
instan e of X 3C , then we say that F 2 X 3C , otherwise we say that F 62 X 3C .
Let S be an instan e of TSP produ ed by Garey et al.'s redu tion, su h that jS j = n. The
points of S lie on a unit grid G of size less that n  n and a naive tour visiting all points of S has
a ost l < 2n. These results follow dire tly from Garey et al.'s onstru tion.
Garey et al. prove that the ost of an optimal tour is less or equal to some spe i value L
if an exa t over exists for the X3C-instan e. If there is no exa t over, then it has at least the
ost L +1.

Theorem 7. The Eu lidean CD2 TSP annot be approximated by any onstant fa tor.
Proof. We onstru t a Restri ted Eu lidean CDTSP-instan e based upon the instan e used in the
redu tion of Garey et al. Let r be an arbitrary onstant. We take S from the redu tion of Garey
et al. as the set of points in the Restri ted Eu lidean CDTSP-instan e, with the lower leftmost
point as depot. We let z0 = 0, z1 = L , C1 = 1, and C2 = (r 1)L .
If F 2 X 3C , then the time needed by an optimal salesman to visit all points and go ba k
to the depot is L as in the TSP-instan e of Garey et al. On the other hand, if F 62 X 3C then
the ost of the optimal tour in the TSP-instan e is at least L +1. The shortest Hamilton path
starting from the lower leftmost point is therefore at least L long. For the Restri ted Eu lidean
CDTSP-instan e this implies that the departure time of the last point si to be visited by the
salesman is at least L . The ost of the last edge is therefore (r 1)L d(si ; s0 )  (r 1)L , sin e
d(si ; s0 )  1. The total traveling time is thus at least rL and the approximation ratio be omes

ut
at least rL
L = r. Sin e we an hoose r arbitrarily large, the theorem follows.

Let us again restri t the edge osts to either one or two and onsider the online version of

CD2 TSP. On e again the greedy algorithm is optimal.
Theorem 8. The ompetitive ratio of online CD2 TSP(1; 2) is 5=3 and the greedy algorithm is

optimal.

We give two lemmas that together give us the proof of Theorem 8.

Lemma 10. The ompetitive ratio of any online algorithm for CD2 TSP(1; 2) with two time zones

is at least 5=3.

Proof. Let z1 = n=3 and assume that ea h edge in time zone one has ost one. Take an arbitrary
on-line algorithm ALG for this problem and onsider its performan e. The algorithm must produ e
an initial path of ost and length n=3 before a quiring the ost of the edges in time zone two. The
adversary makes sure that ZIG[1℄ and ALG[1℄ are disjoint and that all edges in ident to bla k
verti es get ost one in time zone two. All other edges get ost two. Sin e the only edges with ost
one in time zone two are those in ident to verti es already visited by ALG, the ost of time zone
two is 4n=3 and the total ost of the tour is 5n=3. ZIG an use all ost one edges in time zone two
and a hieve the total ost n, sin e ZIG[1℄ and ALG[1℄ are disjoint.
ut
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Below, we present an optimal exponential-time online algorithm for CD2 TSP(1; 2) with two time
zones. The input to the algorithm is the ost matrix for time zone one and at time z1 the algorithm
is given the ost fun tion of time zone two.
Algorithm
1
2
3

A

exp

Compute the longest path of ost  z1
Get new input (new ost fun tion)
Compute the min ost path from the urrent position to the starting point.

End

A

exp

Lemma 11. Aexp has ompetitive ratio 5=3.
Proof. Let m1 be the number of edges in the tour produ ed by Aexp , restri ted to time zone one,
and Aexp (I2 ) the ost of the tour restri ted to time zone two. Furthermore, let m2 and OPT(I2 ) be
the orresponding variables for the optimal tour. The ompetitive ratio of Aexp an be expressed
as
z + Aexp (I2 )
:
R(Aexp ) = 1
z1 + OPT(I2 )

The ost one edges that an be used by an oine algorithm but not by the online algorithm
are the edges in time zone two that are in ident to bla k verti es. The maximal number of su h
edges in luded in a tour is minf2m1 ; n m2 g. The rest of the edges used by the oine algorithm
in the se ond time zone may also be used by Aexp . These edges onne t a number of verti es that
both tours visit in this time zone. If we let opt denote the shortest TSP-path among these verti es,
we get that OPT(I2 )  minf2m1 ; n m2 g + opt.
Let us apply the same argument for the ost two edges in time zone two. The ost two edges
that Aexp 's tour may be for ed to visit but that the optimal tour may es ape are the edges that
are adja ent to verti es already visited by the optimal tour. The maximal number of su h edges in
Aexp 's tour is minf2m2 ; n m1 g, and sin e Aexp omputes an optimal TSP-path in time zone two,
it follows that Aexp (I2 )  2 minf2m2 ; n m1 g + opt. Sin e m2  m1 it follows that the ompetitive
ratio is
z + 2 minf2m1 ; n m1 g + opt
minf2m1 ; n m1 g
R(Aexp )  1
=1+
:
z1 + minf2m1 ; n m1 g + opt
z1 + minf2m1 ; n m1 g + opt

This ratio is maximized for m1 = n=3 for whi h opt = 0, and sin e z1  m1 , we get that
R(Aexp )  1 +

2n=3
5
= :
n=3 + 2n=3 3

ut
Using the improved greedy algorithm for CD2 TSP we an a hieve the same approximation
ratio in polynomial time.

Corollary 3. There is a polynomial time oine 5=3-approximation algorithm for CD2 TSP(1; 2).
Note that we a hieve the same result as for the two time zone SDTSP. However, be ause of
the in reased omplexity in the dependen y between time and ost we are not able to generalize
the result to hold for k time zones.
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6 Con lusions
We study online strategies for two versions of the time dependent traveling salesman problem
(SDk TSP and CDk TSP).
For the online version of SDk TSP we a hieve an optimal exponential time strategy with om2k 2
petitive ratio ( M
m 1) 2k 1 + 1; where M is the largest and m the smallest edge ost, and k is the
number of time zones.
In order to make the online strategy time eÆ ient we study the orienteering problem, whi h
appears as a subproblem in the online strategy. We nd an approximation algorithm for the
orienteering problem with approximation ratio 3=4 if the edge osts are restri ted to one and two.
Using the online result for SDk TSP together with the approximation algorithm for the orienteering problem we are able to produ e a greedy approximation algorithm with approximation
fa tor 2 32k for graphs with edge osts one or two. We also give similar results for CD2 TSP(1; 2),
mat hing those found for SD2 TSP(1; 2).
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